Partial pedigree analysis of the segregation of yeast mitochondrial genes during vegetative reproduction.
A three-factor cross of Saccharomyces cerevisiae involving the cap1, ery1, and oli1 loci was done, with partial pedigree analyses of 117 zygotes. First, second, and third buds were removed and the genotypes of their diploid progeny determined, along with those of the residual zygote mother cell. Results were analyzed in terms of frequencies of individual alleles and of recombinant genotypes in the dividing cells. There is a gradual increase in the frequency of homoplasmic cells and in gene frequency variance during these three generations, as would result from stochastic partitioning of mtDNA molecules between mother and bud, probably coupled with random drift of gene frequencies in interphase cells. These phenomena are more pronounced for buds than for mothers, suggesting that buds receive a smaller sample of molecules. End buds are more likely to be homoplasmic and have a lower frequency of recombinant genotypes than do central buds; an end bud is particularly enriched in alleles contributed by the parent that formed that end of the zygote. Zygotes with first central buds produce clones with a higher recombination frequency than do those with first end buds. These results confirm previous studies and suggest that mixing of parental genotypes occurs first in the center of the zygote. If segregation were strictly random, the number of segregating units would have to be much smaller than the number of mtDNA molecules in the zygote. On the other hand, there is no evidence for a region of the molecule ("attachment point") which segregates deterministically.